A word Jana gave at the Oct 2020 2:28pm Academy
(Michele re read this word on Friday AM Jan 2022 Academy)
Jana:
[I’m feeling the pipes, the bowl and the candlestick.]
You have come full circle to know better the creation design, the invisible to the visible, so
creation may align. You are the creative ones and these always reproduce - like poplars that grow
along the waters and put out their tender shoots. You are in a time and times to restore what’s
been held behind.
I’m releasing the revelation of what is yours and Mine. What was contaminated by the fallen
ones you have learned to do without because you didn’t know you were sons. And in this time
and times to come, discernment will be harder for the disconnected ones. This is why I speak of a
remnant, of those who have been through the valley of Achor.
To know Me in the suffering is to know Me in the victories so creation itself may be restored.
I’m raising up those who will align to Melchizedek, who have practiced their senses to know the
difference between unholy and true righteousness. You’re turning a corner to true identity, to
remove the fallen images of what was deceptive and blocked prosperity.
The tree of life is a fulfilment of what should function to disconnect to what is familiar and what
is practiced is really corruption. Its about the senses, new and different in every way. This is why
it has been said of Me - eyes to see and ears to hear so those can understand and believe. To you
it has been given the mysteries that are yet to unfold. You all have keys to unlock so My glory
will be known.
Have you tested the windows for the sound? The one that should be so you know where you go
when you leave dissonance behind. The inheritance is in the windows and also will move you in
and out of time. Again, the doors need to open that have been shut. To me it has been given a
new mystery so all may trust.
[Now I’m hearing the stars.] And unity will be built on the few that believe

